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Lecture Friday 6:30pm Kips Bay rm (3rd Fl)
Lecture Saturday 11:30am Brooklyn rm (Basement)
Lecture Sunday 11:30am Skytop Lounge (39th Fl)
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Letter from the Publisher

Hello NEWLIFERS,
Welcome to our Fall issue of
NEWLIFE Magazine. Three of
NEWLIFE EXPO's keynote
speakers have blessed us with
exquisite articles to tickle your mind and help raise
your consciousness. Dr. Jane Goldberg introduces us
to Cold Water Therapy, something athletes have
been doing for years to reduce inflammation and
increase circulation. Judy Satori's article on
Ascension is a subject I have been talking about for
years. We all have to ascend as individuals and as a
society-read this article and feel yourself rising. And
Maureen St Germain teaches us about the Akashic
Records something that only the shamans and
mystics knew about. I am happy to share with you
music reviews of two of my dear friends-Steven
Halpern and Miten. You must share their music with
others. Well I hope that I see you at the next
NEWLIFE Expo on Oct 18-20 and again in May.
Check out our website at www.newlifeexpo.com.
Not only will you find info about the expo, you will
also find amazing cutting edge articles and our
NEWLIFE STORE
where you can find some of the most incredible,
unusual merchandise I have found for healing and
which I offer to you at a discount. Check NEWLIFE
out on facebook, twitter and instagram. Please tell
your friends. Thank you all for your support.
And Remember.....
It's A NEWLIFE !!!
Om Sholom,

Mark Becker

Lecture Saturday 2:30pm Brooklyn rm (Basement)
Lecture Sunday 3:30pm Sutton Place rm (3rd Fl)
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BOOK REVIEWS
Boost Your
Natural Energy
40 Simple Exercise and
Recipes for Everyday
Sandy Taikyu Kuhn Shimu
EARTHDANCER BOOKS
Do you feel drained sometimes?
Do you wish you had more energy
at work, for your daily chores, and
for spending time with your loved
ones? Do you lack concentration
and find yourself distracted, even
during family time? Thankfully
help is easier and quicker than
you think.
In this handy pocket guide,
Sandy Taikyu Kuhn Shimu has
collected 40 of the most effective
yet simple mental and physical
exercises as well as a few recipes
based on her many years of experience
as a Kung Fu, Qi Gong, and Yoga
teacher. These techniques don’t require
hours of studying, difficult to find
ingredients, or expensive equipment.
Humming like a bumble bee, walking
backwards, screaming out loud, body
tapping, and many other surprisingly
easy but powerful methods are
detailed, step by step, including basic
background information and benefits,
illustrated with inspiring full-color
photographs. The author also provides
an index of the exercises sorted by
desired effect, such as quick energy
boost, deep and restorative sleep, a
happy mind, detoxification,
regeneration, stronger concentration,
letting go, and starting your day with
energy.
With this pocket reference guide,
you now have, at your fingertips, 40
easy, quick ways to refuel your system,
rebuild your focus, enhance
performance, restore your natural
energy flow, and bring your life back
into balance.
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The Yoni Egg
Reveal and Release
the Sacred Feminine
Within
Lilou Mace
DESTINY BOOKS
In this full-color step-by-step
guide, Lilou Macé details the
techniques and rituals of yoni
egg practice, aiming to dispel
fears and reservations about its
use and reveal its profound
benefits for body, mind, and
spirit. She explains how the yoni
is not merely a body part, but the
portal to greater wisdom and
self-knowledge—your temple of
the sacred feminine. Providing
an anatomical guide to the yoni,
she shows how it contains
reflexology points and energy
meridians that can be worked
with through different
placements of the yoni egg. She
offers detailed instructions for

yoni egg exercises, including how to
use a yoni egg for the first time, and
explores how these techniques can
help you have more intense orgasms,
prevent urinary incontinence and
other women’s health issues, prepare
for and recover from childbirth,
release trauma and negative
emotions trapped within your body,
boost your confidence and
femininity, and unlock access to
your inner source of creativity and
wisdom.
The author explores the properties
and healing benefits of 12 different
gemstone eggs along with guidelines
for choosing the stone type and egg
size that will work best for you.
Concluding with rituals for initiating
yourself into the power of your yoni
and for releasing the sacred feminine
within, the author shows how each of
us has the power to heal, to be kind to
ourselves, and to reveal our own inner
beauty and wisdom.
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MUSIC REVIEWS
Miten
Devotee
devapremalmiten.com
Mystic, storyteller, teacher, world
traveller and sage, Miten has dedicated
his life to the pursuit of meaning and
truth through the medium of his
beautiful, evocative music. Now in his
70’s, he brings the wisdom of a lifetime
to bear on DEVOTEE, a collection of
songs that that roll, meander, roar and
swirl gently into the mystic.
Miten’s musical palette ranges from
the gospel-styled Into Your Hands to
the soulful Silent Space with You. The
bluesy, downright Tantric embrace of
Bring me Your Love and the
meditative Eyes/Ocean (originally
recorded by the great Sheila Chandra)
are built on sensual, expansive
grooves that invite the listener to slow
down, smell the roses and embrace
the quiet peace that lies beneath the
surface of modern life.
Also featured is fellow mantra star
and wife, Deva Premal (vocals) and
long-time collaborator, Nepalese
maestro Manose (bansuri/vocals)
together with road-warriors Joby Baker
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(production/bass),
Spencer Cozens
(piano) and Rishi
(drums), who make up
Miten and Deva’s
Temple Band.
This is an album of
luminous artistry and
profound spiritual
depth. Devotee is an
album for the age. It
soothes and refreshes
the troubled heart and
brings light to our
darker moments.

Steven
Halpern
Echoes of
a Dream
stevenhalpernmusic.com
Many of us have been listening and
elevating to Steven Halpern’s healing
music for decades. All the more
reason to check out his breathtaking
new release, Echoes Of A Dream.
You’ll hear all the things you love
about his signature
sound…the luminous
tones of his iconic white
Fender Rhodes electric
piano, mindful audio
ambience, and an
almost 3-D soundfield
that seems to float from
your speakers or
headphones like
incense.
You’ll be surprised
and delighted, however,
with his collaboration
featuring international
rising star Kristin
Hoffmann (of Bella Gaia
fame) on the title track.
Kristin’s wordless vocals
soar over Halpern’s lush

arrangement of an expanded bluesbased chord progression. It’s
simultaneously one of the most sensual
and heart-opening songs he’s ever
recorded. (Listen with your lover or
with headphones to feel the full
vibrational resonance.)
Echoes also features evocative
collaborations with Grammy winner
David Darling on cello, and
Argentinian sound healer Jorge Alfano
on bansuri (bamboo flute) and duduk
(ancient double-reed instrument).
Other psycho-active tracks include
“Cannabis Dreams”, “Holy Land
Dreams” and “Sonic Levitation”.
All in all, Echoes Of A Dream is
Halpern at this artistic peak!
Marianne Williamson, bestselling
author of A Return To Love and A
Politics Of Love, said “Steven Halpern’s
music has uplifted a generation of
seekers. He has created a soundtrack
for our evolutionary journey.”
Keyboard magazine honored Steven
Halpern as “One of the 12 most
influential keyboard artists of the past
20 years” in A 1995 profile that also
included Herbie Hancock and Eno.
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Lecture Saturday 12:30pm Herald Square rm (3rd Fl)

Free Workshop Sunday 10:30am Gramercy Park rm (3rd Fl)
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Special Event Sunday 1:30pm Gramercy Park rm (3rd Fl)
Sunday, October 20 – NEWLIFE EXPO

S AT U R D AY, O C T O B E R 2 6 • S P E C I A L E V E N T
7-10pm at THE OPEN CENTER, 22 East 30th Street
KIMBERLY MEREDITH
All You Need Is Love
A tribute to The Beatle’s music and “All You Need is Love” — because Love is a very important part of healing. This special event Includes live musical
performances celebrating the music of The Beatles! ‚Kimberly welcomes you to experience and participate in this truly miraculous, highly charged, lifechanging interactive Healing Event. Kimberly Meredith is a Medical Intuitive, Trance Channeler, Psychic Surgeon, and Spiritual Teacher. Blessed with a
unique array of extraordinary healing and psychic abilities, Kimberly is quickly gaining recognition as one of the world’s most gifted Medical Mediumship
Healers and foremost Spiritual Speakers. We all know someone whose life has been affected by cancer, such as breast cancer or one of the many other
kinds of cancer. These are the women, men, and children we love. These are our grandparents, mothers and fathers, daughters and sons, wives and husbands, sisters and brothers, our neighbors and friends. Think about the many people in your life who matter to you, whom you would want to protect from
cancer. Come join The Healing Trilogy in New York for hope in the face of cancer. Be part of a movement to help cancer survivors live longer, healthier lives.
We are celebrating Cancer Awareness on the Summer Solstice with a tribute to The Beatle’s music and “All You Need is Love”. As part of this special New York City event, Kimberly will be selecting members of the attending audience for pre-screening of all kinds of cancer, especially breast cancer. Kimberly will be giving vital information about cancer, health
awareness, and boosting the immune system. This is vital for pre-screening. Kimberly is extremely excited to be in New York City to help as many people as possible, and to and
give as much information to those in need as she can. This an empowering time in history. Together we can heal and witness these Miracles. Topics will include: How to heal yourself. Self-protection tools, Organic holistic living and Nutrition, Boosting your immune system, Avoiding toxic exposure to mercury and plastics, Exclusive information about water,
Getting active and exercising, Eating healthy, Mental health, including getting enough sleep and managing stress, Avoiding unhealthy behaviors such as smoking, texting while driving, and not wearing a seat belt or bicycle helmet. Additionally, Kimberly will be giving teachings on God Consciousness. This is a truly miraculous healing event where everyone
can be healed in the 5th Dimension. Many individuals who are in need of physical or emotional help are encouraged to attend. We are non-denominational. Many chants and prayers
are encouraged around the room as this encourages the power of the divine healing of the 12th dimension. Through her healing mediumship and blinking eyes, Kimberly is directed by God to perform laying-on of hands or psychic surgery. She can scan or see into the body faster and more accurately than the fastest MRI and thermography machines. Kimberly has healed and helped many thousands of people, removing tumors, restoring hearing, curing cancer, correcting immobility, and completely healing people of many types of
physical and emotional disease through the Holy Spirit. Kimberly leads miraculous worldwide healing events during which many are healed. MEDIUMSHIP HEALINGS: Through her
mediumship healing abilities, Kimberly receives coded messages through her blinking eyes as she signs and speaks in etheric Angelic Language. Kimberly receives and reveals special Messages from God, Mother Mary, Ascended Masters, Angels, and Advanced Civilizations. Kimberly will be Divinely Guided by the Holy Spirit into the audience to select several individuals for medical intuitive scans, revealing many diseases, emotional traumas, unusual conditions past and present, followed by laying-on of hands and/or psychic surgery.
The Holy Spirit will select individuals to join Kimberly on stage to assist her in the laying-on of hands. Kimberly applies Holy Water and anointing oil, then performs laying on of
hands and/or psychic surgery. By the Power of the Holy Spirit, the recipient will be healed. To help magnify the Healing Power in the room, Kimberly invites everyone to pray their
own prayers and/or chant Om. By praying for others, and witnessing the healings of others, you yourself can be healed. By praying for others, and witnessing their healings, you
too can be healed. Through her extraordinary X-Ray vision, Kimberly will scan the entire room and select members of the audience to come up on stage to receive medical mediumship scans & healings while sitting or standing. Many people will have a chance to come up on the stage to participate an assist Kimberly.
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COLD
WATER
FOR
HEALTH
By Dr. Jane Goldberg

A

ncient yogis understood how to
use cold water therapy to achieve absolutely precise effects in the
body. Cold water therapy was also practiced in the 1800’s at the
Kneipp Sanitarium in Germany. Over 4000 patients a week were treated using cold water therapy. Dr. Kneipp understood that if you have
good circulation all the way down to the legs, it gives you good circulation all the way up to the head.
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Today, we understand that cold
water helps to oxidize the cells of
tissues, increasing the absorption of
oxygen and aiding in the elimination of carbonic acid. In making
parts of the body cold, you are actually asking your own circulation system to warm you from the inside.
This exercising of the circulatory
system builds up a resistance in the
body to take care of ordinary situations—drafts, cold weather, and
exposure to pathogens—all of which
might cause illnesses if you’re in a
weakened state.
What’s remarkable about cold water
therapy is that after the first shock of the
cold, you actually will feel warm, not
cold. Your blood rushes out to meet the
challenge of the cold and
begins to generate its own heat.
This is better than a sauna or a
steam bath, where your body is
passively heated; here it is an
active process, activating your
entire circulatory system and
changing your entire bloodstream. Cold water therapy
totally rebuilds your body and
you will feel simultaneously
invigorated and calm.
The following are yogic
uses of cold water using your
shower:
For a clear mind: Let cold
water fall just below your lower
lip for 15 minutes.
For energy: Let cold water
fall between your eyebrows
and upper lip for 15 minutes.
To induce sleepiness: Let the
water fall on your forehead for
15 minutes.
Cold water for colds: Take
a cold sponge bath. The bathroom needs to be warm; then
sponge your whole body with
cold water. Wrap up quickly
in a sheet or big towel, without drying yourself. Hurry to bed and lie
there covered as warmly as possible
for an hour. Do this every hour four
times. Then get up and dress warmly.

12 NEWLIFE
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You'll notice that each sponging gets
you to feel warmer. By the third
sponge, you should actually begin to
sweat when you are in bed. Congestion in your nose will clear up; in fact
your nose may begin to run profusely
for a while. And your head will feel
lighter. It's a guaranteed one day cure
for a chest or head cold. The next day
you'll feel 100% better.
Cold water for infections and
inflammations: Good for local infections and inflammations. Use a cold
water spray on the affected area; then
cover yourself without drying and
relax. Repeat this several times.
Cold water for overweight: Keeps
the glands in good working order.
There is almost always some kind of

glandular disturbance in an overweight condition. Also, cold water
improves bowel and kidney functioning by discarding toxins which often
settle in as extra weight. Do a hip

spray in the morning: aim the shower
spray directly at your hip. Do this
several times, then wrap up and jump
into bed for a half hour. Remove the
wrapping and stay in bed for another
half hour. Do a back spray in the
evening: you need someone to aim
the water at your back. Go up and
down the back several times, wrap
and go to bed.
For a complete body rejuvenation:
This is the most powerful yogic water
application. Yogis believe that daily
performance of this cold water shower will insure health and long life.
First, coat your skin with oil. As you
stand under the cold shower, massage
each part of your body. The oil will
help to keep the heat sealed in.
Repeat the cold dousing and
self-massage several times
until you’ve been in the shower for 15 minutes. By the time
you get out, you should feel
toasty warm or even hot. Then
towel dry yourself; put on
warm clothes and wrap yourself in a blanket.
You can also create the
same effect as the Kneipp
water walk.
Kneipp water walk: Fill the
tub with water just a few
inches as cold as you can
tolerate, and walk back and
forth. It may be painful at
first, particularly if your circulation is poor. But you will
feel your feet begin to get a
little numb, and then warm.
This is the time to step out.
Build up tolerance for being
able to walk for five minutes.
If you're really adventuresome, you can try the same
thing outside in new, clean
snow. In both circumstances,
warm your feet by continuing to walk for a while with shoes
and socks.
Dr. Jane Goldberg will be speaking at
the NewLife Expo in New York City,
October 18-20.
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Lecture Saturday 5:30 pm Sutton Place rm (3rd Fl)
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ASCENSION
AND

YOU
W

By Judy Satori

E OFTEN HEAR THE
word Ascension bandied
around, but what does this really
mean, and more importantly, what
does it mean for us...now...and in the
years ahead?
Ascension could be defined as the
divinely designed expansion into more
of the true authenticity and light of the
soul, while becoming “remade anew”
as a physical human being.
It is not about going up, or going anywhere. It is the energy activation of
more of our true human potential as a

species. Ascension is the eternal, soulself energy part of us, merging with our
physical human personality self. The
outcome is that our authentic soul light
will then shine forth, through the physical body and through how we think
and act in the world.
We are human God-Creators moving to the next level of our ability to
CREATE.
You could say that the process of
Ascension began around 700 years
ago at the beginning of the Renaissance, when creativity began to blos-

ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE
OCTOBER-DECEMBER 2019
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som and bloom through so many talented people. This is not to say that
such a creative ground-swell did not
exist in previous cycles on Earth. It
certainly did, in many cultures and
in many time periods. Life always
goes in cycles. But the Renaissance
was different. It was an explosion of
art, science and wisdom. Since then
we have seen incredible and
unprecedented change in every facet
of life on our planet.
There is a reason and a season for
everything that happens in our
world, and as we reach the end
of the second decade of the 21st
century, big changes lie ahead. A
new spring time, a new season of
advancement is on the horizon.
Sadly, it does not seem this
way right now. But, if we do
not behave like an ostrich
and bury our head in the
sand, we can feel all around
us the harbingers of much
needed change.
In our modern era, the big
picture process of the
Ascension plan, a spiritually
motivated
and
divinely
designed plan to upgrade
life on Earth and throughout
the galaxy, began to roll out
in the ‘60’s.

love and light from multi-dimensional worlds are here walking
beside us, to support and guide and
take us through this time of transformation.
Full disclosure is just around the
corner. Benign extraterrestrial races,
actually those races that contributed
an aspect of their own DNA to the
creation of the human, are with us.
Sure, there are those who do not
want the divine plan of Ascension to
proceed. Many of those who wish to
suppress the plan are in human
form, with their human motivated
domination and greed agendas.
However, divine creation energies...God energy... from this galaxy
and beyond are in control of the

ASCENSION
AND
LOVE

Rinspiring
emember John Lennon’s
song “Imagine”?
His words were both portent
and prediction. And this is
where the Ascension plan is
taking us, if human beings
can learn to live through the
heart, to open into feelings of love
and peace and to co-create, to overcome the raft of challenges we currently face.Thankfully we’re not
alone on this planet. Many beings of

16 NEWLIFE
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Ascension plan and its roll out and
all that is required is a critical mass
of humanity to wake up and unite in
bonds of love, peace and positivity.
I am probably preaching to the con-

verted as I write these words, but the
message of Ascension can quite simply be conveyed in a smile, a simple
supportive action for another individual and by taking action, regaining sovereignty of self and taking
our “ostrich” heads out of the sand.
We just need to truly feel and
believe that positive and unprecedented change and support has
finally arrived.
Now, 50 years after “Imagine”, a
new and exciting part of the plan is
about to begin. From 2020 until
2033, energy streaming to Earth
from a more expanded God-Creation matrix is set to unlock and
activate previously untapped potential within our human DNA code.
This divinely orchestrated
activation process will assist
us as individuals to step into
our innate soul power and
knowing and activate a new
renaissance; to help rebuild
our world and support people, initiate creative ideas
and support advancements in
technology and in every
branch of science.
And... like John Lennon once
said, “All you need is LOVE”.
Explore the Ascension at the
Ascension and You panel, Saturday, October 19, 12:30pm,
at the NewLife Expo in New
York City, with Judy and others and how it will affect
You, both now and in the
years ahead.
Judy Satori works internationally as an author, Ascension activator, spiritual teacher
and way-shower. Her role is to
transmit energy words of new
creation, capable of creating
rapid alchemical change to
both body and mind, working at the level of the DNA and cellular template.
Judy will be speaking at the
NewLife Expo in New York City,
October 18-20.
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M O N D AY, O C T O B E R 2 1 • S P E C I A L E V E N T S
6:30-9:30pm at RIPLEY-GRIER STUDIOS, 520 8th Avenue, 16th floor (between 36th & 37th Streets)
ENVITA
HASLER
& DREW
GROSSMAN
Where It All
Began: Words
Of Light
Our soul spark comes from an endless, boundless and
distance place. When we incarnate, our soul does not
entirely descend, and part of it remains in the spiritual
planes. There are also other parts of the soul, which
become split through Significant Emotional Experiences
(SEE), which we face in our human existence. This
causing us to feel disconnected, lost and unsettled in
our mind and body at times.Join us for special 3hour
Workshop designed especially for the NewLife Expo,
where Envita Rose will share a Sacred Message taking
you back to where it all began, to unify and harmonize
all the aspects of your soul. She will show you, how you
are able to collect all of the split entities of your soul
from the SEE, allowing them to integrate within your
mental body- where your free will is, within your emotional body- where your feelings are, within your physical body- where your true qualities are and within your
spiritual body- where the true connection to the
Spirit/Cosmos/Source is. Also releasing all of the
aspects that no longer serve you or your greater good.
As a result of this, your soul will be in perfect union with
your mind, body and spirit. Connecting to the channel
of light and thus opening a passage to the source energy allowing the various aspects to flow into your world.

KIMBERLY
MEREDITH
Healing In The
God Dimension
Kimberly Meredith channels
spiritual teaching on surviving
in a 3-Dimensional World while
building an intimate relationship with the joyous 12 Dimensional Frequency of G
o d Consciousness. Our Universe has many
Dimensions. When we are stable, we avoid bouncing
down into lower Dimensions for extended periods of
time. Our Consciousness determines what Dimension
we are in at any given time. Through the power of
your own Consciousness, you can access Higher
Dimensions. Topics will include: How to heal yourself,
Self-protection tools, Organic holistic living and
Nutrition, Boosting your immune system, Avoiding
toxic exposure to mercury and plastics. Exclusive
information about water, Extraterrestrials, Indigos &
Starseeds. Through her mediumship healing abilities,
Kimberly receives and reveals special Messages from
God, Mother Mary, Ascended Masters, Angels, and
Advanced Civilizations. Kimberly will be Divinely
Guided by the Holy Spirit into the audience to select
several individuals for medical intuitive scans, revealing many diseases, emotional traumas, unusual conditions past and present, followed by laying-on of
hands and/or psychic surgery. Through her extraordinary X-Ray vision, Kimberly will scan the room and
select members of the audience to eceive medical
mediumship scans & healings.

GAIL THACKRAY
Developing Intuition For Success In Your
Business & Your Life
Wouldn’t it be great if you
had a crystal ball that could
tell you all the right business moves to make? How
much more successful would you be today if
you had known the future? What if you could
read people and know if they are genuine and
going to be good for you, your business and
even your love life? Well you do have a crystal
ball: it is your own inner vision! It’s just that
most of us don’t realize it’s there, or if we do,
we don’t know when to believe it anyway. Learn
how to tune into your subconscious and know
what your inner self is trying to tell you. Openup your third eye and start following your gut
feelings. Learn how to read people’s energy and
know if they are going to be helpful or a challenge. Get practical tips on how to check your
feelings and be confident in your intuition. Life
runs so much more smoothly when you are following your guidance. Using these techniques
can change your life forever.

Lecture Saturday 1:30pm Gramercy Park rm (3rd Fl)
Special Event Saturday 2:30pm Kips Bay rm (3rd Fl)
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The Akashic R
A

By Maureen St. Germain

s a teacher of the Akashic Records,
I teach people how to access the Akashic Records.
The Akashic Records are a field of energy that
contains all the records of everything. Like a
library that is not static, it is a living field that
reflects the energies of the past, present and possible futures. Edgar Cayce, one of America’s greatest
documented psychics, was asked in trance about
The Book of Life. The answer that came through
was, “The record that the individual entity itself
writes upon the skein of time and space, through
patience--and is opened when self has attuned to
the infinite, and may be read by those attuning to
that consciousness...
The Akashic Records are a vast domain of energetic imprints much like a movie library. In order to
pull data from this place, a person works with “reference librarians,” who are entering the energetic
field. The reference librarians embody this information and then travel to the edge of the energetic
field known as the Akashic Records to communicate with whoever communicates with them.
In an earlier era only shamans and mystics
accessed the Akashic Records. They “traveled
through the dimensions to get to 11th dimension” and
then developed their own pathways to access this
most sacred information. Since 1978, humanity has
been provided with a major dispensation to connect
with this energetic field. The reason Akashic Records
have been made available for anyone to “access?” It
has to do with the end of an age, or end of an era.
When you learn to open your own Akashic
records, the record keepers can help you solve any

problem that you encounter. It will boost your
energy and give you loving advice about any situation. The energy emerging from the Akashic
Records gives you an incredible boost. In fact,
opening your own Akashic Records will help you
solve any problem by giving you insight that
allows you to understand your situation from a different vantage point, thus creating a tool to help
you see what’s really going on and then how to
solve anything.
My teaching protocol invites you to initially
consult your own guidance first, and then open up
the Akashic Records and ask the identical question, and then compare the results and the differences. This is one way that a person learns to
differentiate between their own wisdom channel
and the wisdom from the record keepers.
Take for instance the woman who wanted her
adult daughter to move out of the family home.
Her younger siblings had all moved out and the
mom, a widow wanted her privacy. She asked the
question, "I would like to know what I need to
know about my daughter that would be useful or
helpful." Their relationship has been troublesome.
This daughter was old enough to be out on her
own, had a trust fund, and was highly critical of
her mother. Although she loved her daughter very
much, she wanted her to spread her wings.
Her Higher Self gave her the answer, "be patient
and loving." In the Akashic Records she was able
to tap into the situation and was able to feel how
afraid her daughter was. And then the record
Keepers surprised her with this added insight, “She
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c Records
will always be there for you.” That had never
occurred to her!
“When I checked with my Akashic Records guides,
I actually started crying, “Give her space, to believe in
her light, only expect the best from her, to love her
unconditionally and know that she is always there for
you, and put yourself in her position and to let her grow
on her own terms.” I couldn't believe it Maureen, the
words just were flowing out of me, I started crying it
was so incredible. I'm so happy I took this class! Maureen, I love you. – Louise
I am forever enchanted by the idea that you can
get an expanded answer for any question you
might pose! The answer often is far beyond where
you might look or what you might look for. I am
continually amazed how our knowledge, compassion and happiness can expand and increase by
accessing the Akashic Records!
What makes a possible future? Anytime you think
of something, considering what you will do next,
weighing pros and cons, you are “funding” the reality. Your decision to buy this car or a different car are
going to show up in the Akashic Records until you
decide which one you will choose.
How can the Akashic Records help you?
Whether you have a reading, or learn to open the
Akashic Records for yourself, accessing the Akashic
Records is a resource that allows you to know the
most evolved way to handle any relationship or circumstance, thus allowing individuals to have greater
clarity about their choices and opportunities.
Maureen St. Germain will be speaking at the
NewLife Expo in New York City, October 18-20.
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